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E

X
XCHANGE-TRADE
ED FUNDS

(ETF
Fs) have taken
n the
w
world by storm
m. Since the launch in 1993 of
the fiirst ETF — SP
PY, which traccks the total return
of thee S&P 500 ind
dex — US invesstors have mo
oved a
total of $2 trillion into ETFs. Old
der, clunkier mutum
al funds suffered outflows of $680 billion from
7 through 201
14, although mutual fundss still
2007
held more than $18 trillion.1
TFs have many
y advantages. For just one exame
ET
ple, m
mutual funds are
a required to distribute caapital
gainss in most yeaars. Investors who hold mutual
m
fundss in taxable accounts
a
mustt pay tax on these
“phan
ntom gains,” even
e
if no sharres were sold.
ET
TFs have no su
uch requiremeent. Most ETFss have
neverr made an invo
oluntary distrribution.
Th
he popularity of ETFs is so
oaring in both
h taxable and tax-deferrred portfolio
os, such as 40
01(k)
ment adviserss now
and IIRA accounts. Many investm
prom
mote menus off ETFs that inv
vestors are to
o hold
in sp
pecific percenttages. You allo
ocate 20% off your
moneey to this ETF, 25% to that ETF,
E and so forrth.
To get the beneefit of diversiffication, thesee lists
t
of securrities,
typically specify fiive or more types
known as asseet classes. Mosst ETFs track a spealso k
cific aasset-class ind
dex: US stockss, emerging-m
market
stock
ks, Treasury notes,
n
corporaate bonds, reaal estate, commodities, gold, and others.
i
Maany plans neveer change the percentages investors should devote to each ETF (except posssibly
ocation to bonds as an inv
vestor
giving a larger allo
wn as
ages)). These unvaarying portfollios are know
passive investing orr static asset allocation
a
(SAA
A).
ost-detailed SA
AA portfolios have
Some of the mo
nz, director off perbeen designed by Christine Ben
M
a well-known data
sonall finance at Morningstar,
proviider and inv
vestment man
nagement service.
One of several meenus she’s po
osted at the MornM
E Bucket Po
ortfoingsttar site is the “Aggressive ETF
lio.”2 It holds 10 ETFs in slicees that range from
% to 28.7%.
3.3%
In 1993, two UCLA
U
professors published
d the
y showing thaat a simple Mo
omenfirst rrigorous study
tum R
Rule could greeatly improvee an SAA portffolio.3
By 2014, a meta-survey showeed that more than

Exxecutive summary
1. Investmentt advisers ofteen recommen
nd lists of exchangetraded fund
ds (ETFs) rep resenting mu
ultiple asset tyypes that
investors sh
hould hold in
n specific, uncchanging perccentages.
These portffolios, typicallly including ffive or more E
ETFs, are
called passiive investing o
or static assett allocation (SSAA).
of personal fin
nance, Christiine Benz,
2. Morningstaar’s director o
has posted several lists, notably the 2
2012 “Aggressive ETF
Bucket Porttfolio,” an SAA
A formula thaat holds 10 fu
unds.
3. Testing histtorical perforrmance from 1973 through
h 2015
shows that Benz’s SAA p
portfolio afterr expenses wo
ould have
delivered a 9.1% return — virtually tthe same as th
he S&P
500’s 10.0%
% but with sm
maller declinees during bear markets.
4. Benz’s porttfolio demonsstrates that acchieving mark
ket-like
returns witth bond-like vvolatility is no
ot impossible, as many
people assu
ume. It’s well documented and easy to m
manage.
5. Since 1993,, finance expeerts have pub
blished over 3
300 peerreviewed sttudies on enh
hancing an SA
AA portfolio w
with a
simple Mom
mentum Rule — what trad
ders for centu
uries have
called “tren
nds” — impro
oving gains an
nd reducing lo
osses.
Such enhan
nced portfolio
os are referred to as mecha
anical
investing, assset rotation, or tactical assset allocation
n (TAA).
6. The TAA veersion of Benzz’s ETF portfo
olio would theoretically
have deliveered after exp
penses a 13.2%
% return — a significant four peercentage points more per year than SA
AA — with
a maximum
m decline less than half thaat of the S&P 5
500.
7. The TAA poortfolio can bee followed freee of charge, needs
only five poosition changees in an averaage year, does not
require tim
ming the S&P 5
500, and avoids active inveesting
(trading thaat’s based on an investor’ss market opin
nions).

300 papers had verified this.4 Even Univerrsity of
ma, who long aago inChiccago economisst Eugene Fam
spirred “efficient m
market” theorries, agreed in
n 2007,
writting: “The prem
mier anomalyy is momentum
m.”5
Can a Momenttum Rule imp
prove the Aggrressive
F Bucket Portfoolio? The answ
wer is “yes.”
ETF
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 The bucket portfolio (SAA) holds the 10 ETFs

Using the Momentum Rule
improves gains and reduces losses

T

CHRISTINE BENZ

Author of
30-Minute
Money Solutions
(Wiley, 2011)
and other books

HE SIMULATIONS IN THIS REPORT were conducted
using the Quant backtester. This testing engine
was built atop an Excel front end by Mebane Faber,
co-author of The Ivy Portfolio and other books. The
tool may be downloaded by subscribers to his Idea
Farm investing newsletter.6
The Quant backtester includes historical data
for more than 40 asset classes. However, it doesn’t
precisely match some ETFs in the bucket portfolio.
Figure 1 compares Benz’s preferred ETFs vs. the
asset classes that I entered into the backtester to
produce this report.
IMPORTANT: A backtest is not historical fact.
For instance, no investor could have bought ETFs
in 1973. (They hadn’t been invented yet.) And investors in 1973 couldn’t enjoy today’s ultra-low
ETF fees and round-trip trading costs below 0.1%.
(In the 1970s, round-trip friction could be 2%.)
A backtest is only a simulation of what might
happen going forward, given today’s low costs and
fees. It assumes that markets will continue to have
bubbles and crashes, just as they always have.

in Figure 1. Investors rebalance each ETF back to
its original allocation near year-end. (The “bucket”
concept is intended to help retirees ignore crashes, since two years’ cash is set aside to live on.)

 The TAA portfolio obeys a Momentum Rule:
Hold each month an equal weight of the three assets that have the highest 12-month total return.
(Using a more-complex rule provides no benefit.)
 No market timing. The TAA portfolio does not
time the S&P 500 or any other index. The portfolio
remains fully invested in three ETFs at all times.
 No moving averages. Some strategies hedge,

buying no asset whose price is below its own 10month moving average. The TAA portfolio doesn’t
need this. Having four bond ETFs to rotate into
provides plenty of “safe harbors” in bear markets.

 Realistic current expenses. The TAA portfolio

was charged 0.17% (the 10 ETFs’ average fee) and
a generous 0.1% round-trip friction. The SAA portfolio paid 0.14% (the ETFs’ weighted average), and
the S&P 500 paid 0.05% (Vanguard’s VOO fee). But
neither static portfolio was charged any friction,
though rebalancing does incur small trading costs.

Figure 1. The Aggressive ETF Bucket Portfolio and the Quant backtester’s asset classes
BUCKET #1: Cash meets investor’s withdrawal needs in years 1 and 2
Asset name

ETF

Fee

Allocation

Money-market fund or CDs

SHV

0.15%

8.00%

Quant asset class
Short-term US govt. T-bills

Allocation
8.00%

BUCKET #2: Bonds replenish Bucket #1 in years 3 through 10
Asset name

ETF

Fee

Allocation

Quant asset class

Allocation

Vanguard Short-Term Bond ETF

BSV

0.10%

6.67%

US government bonds 10 yr.
US corporate bonds
(This blend simulates BSV)

4.50%
2.17%

Vanguard Total Bond Market ETF

BND

0.10%

10.00%

US government bonds 10 yr.
US corporate bonds
(This blend simulates BND)

6.50%
3.50%

iShares iBoxx Investment-Grade Corporate Bond ETF

LQD

0.05%

3.33%

US corporate bonds

3.33%

Vanguard Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities ETF

VTIP

0.08%

6.67%

TIPS

6.67%

BUCKET #3: Stocks and other assets fund Bucket #2 in year 11 and later
Asset name

ETF

Fee

Allocation

Vanguard Dividend Appreciation ETF
Vanguard Total Stock Market Index ETF

VIG
VTI

0.10%
0.05%

28.67%
13.33%

US stocks S&P 500 (VIG and VTI
correlate 97–100% with SPY)

42.00%

Vanguard Total Intl. Stock Market ex-US ETF

VXUS

0.13%

13.33%

Foreign developed stocks
Foreign emerging stocks
(This matches VXUS’s holdings)

10.66%
2.67%

iShares Barclays Capital High-Yield Bond ETF

JNK

0.40%

5.00%

US corporate bonds
(Quant has no junk-bond asset)

5.00%

Greenhaven Continuous Commodity ETF

GCC

0.85%

5.00%

Commodities GSCI

5.00%

2

Quant asset class

Allocation

ratio scale

$12,800

$6,400

Test of Morningstar’s suggested ETF list

TAA max drawdown 22%
TAA
CAGR 13.2%

 Tactical Asset Allocation (TAA, top 3 of 10) CAGR 13.2%
 Static Asset Allocation (SAA, 10 of 10) CAGR 9.1%
 S&P 500 total return CAGR 10.0%
 Low and high point during each bear market

S&P 500
CAGR 10.0%

up 10%

Source: Idea Farm backtester
2007–09
bear

2000–02
bear

SAA
CAGR 9.1%

$3,200

1987
bear

$1,600

down 45%

S&P 500 maximum
drawdown 51%

down 21%

down 21%

SAA max
drawdown 34%

$800

down 14%
down 30%

$400
1973–74
bear
$200

up 48%

Current expenses:
TAA is charged 0.17% ETF fees, 0.10% round-trip trading costs.
SAA is charged 0.14% ETF fees but no trading costs.
S&P 500 is charged 0.05% ETF fees (VOO) but no trading costs.
Graph copyright © 2016 by Brian Livingston.
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Figure 2. The Momentum Rule boosts the TAA portfolio’s return over SAA by 4 points per year.
 The S&P 500 CAGR (compound annual growth rate) including dividends was 10.0%, Jan. 1, 1973, to Dec. 31, 2015.

However, the index’s severe drawdowns — 30% or worse in four cases — made many investors throw in the towel.
 The SAA portfolio matched the S&P 500 after every bear market, returning an almost identical 9.1% CAGR. Unfor-

tunately, SAA in 2009 subjected investors to a 34% loss of their life savings, more than most people would tolerate.
 The TAA portfolio won with 13.2% CAGR. More importantly, it never hit investors with a month-end drawdown of

more than 22%. Most investors can handle that, especially since it avoided the S&P 500’s massive declines.
In 63% of calendar years — but not in every year — the TAA portfolio outperformed SAA. Investors who cannot
accept the inevitable hot streaks and cold streaks of an asset-rotation formula should restrict themselves to SAA.

3

How to follow SAA or TAA for free

——————————————————————————————————

a “25% pain point.”
People’s survival instincts compel them to
start liquidating their holdings after their life savings have dropped 20%, 30%, or more.
Selling near the bottom of a bear market, of
course, locks in your losses. You also miss the explosive initial bounce that typifies bull markets.
One goal of portfolio design is to keep drawdowns below 25%. But another important goal is
to make investing easy for mere mortals. Most
people can’t program a spreadsheet or compute
mathematical formulas. Simplicity is a must.

Copyright © 2016 by Brian Livingston. All rights reserved.

 To follow the SAA portfolio, purchase Benz’s

Author’s e-mail: mailbyte-screenstudy@yahoo.com

10 preferred ETFs in the percentages shown in
Figure 1. (Exception: For commodities, I like PDBC,
a new ETF with a lower annual fee than GCC.)

See BrianLivingston.com for other whitepapers.

Footnotes

 To follow the TAA portfolio, enter this Web ad-

1

H

UMAN BEINGS SEEM TO HAVE

dress into any browser (all on one line):

stockcharts.com/freecharts/perf.php?SHV,BSV,
BND,LQD,VTIP,VIG,VTI,VXUS,JNK,PDBC

Brian Livingston is a private investor, is not a registered investment adviser or a broker/dealer, and does not accept accounts for management. Readers are advised that
this report is issued solely for informational purposes and should not be construed as
an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities. The opinions and analyses included herein are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to their accuracy, completeness, timeliness, or correctness. All information contained in this
report should be independently verified with the companies mentioned. Past performance does not predict future performance. Investments are not appropriate for all
investors. Statements are made without consideration of your financial sophistication,
financial situation, investing time horizon, or risk tolerance. Readers are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisers with respect to any investment.
The American Association of Individual Investors (AAII) did not produce or approve
this study and is not responsible for its content. Brian Livingston is solely responsible
for any omissions or errors.
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www.ici.org/pdf/2015_factbook.pdf
news.morningstar.com/articlenet/article.aspx?id=638885
onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1540-6261.1993.tb04702.x/full
imca.org/sites/default/files/current-issues/Award Recipients/
JIC151_MultiStyleGlobalInvesting.pdf
researchgate.net/publication/4769783_Dissecting_Anomalies
theideafarm.com/about/

Then take the steps below, keyed to the num6
bered bullets that are shown in Figure 3:
Step 1. Double-click the default “200
days” label. Enter 253 (this shows the
previous 252 trading days). Press Enter to see the 12-month total returns.
Step 2. Click the “Show Histogram
Chart” button at the lower left. Vertical
columns (histograms) are much easier
to compare than the jagged shapes of
the standard line chart.
Step 3. On the last day of each month
— or on whatever consistent day of the
month you prefer — find the three
ETFs with the greatest return over the
past 12 months. Sell any ETF you own
that is not in the top three. Use the cash
to buy any new top-three ETF (even if it
has a negative 12-month return, since
top ETFs tend to recover). If you already own all three ETFs from a previous month — which will be true about
six times each year — do nothing.
Upon retirement, as a rule of thumb,
you can annually withdraw 4% of the
portfolio’s starting value. Adjust your
stipend each year for inflation.
That’s it. Take your pick. The SAA
portfolio requires 15 minutes’ worth of
work each year. The TAA portfolio offers greater gains and smaller drawdowns in exchange for 15 minutes’
work each month. You can’t make investing much simpler than that!
 Figure 3: It’s easy as 1-2-3 to see the top ETFs with a free PerfChart.

